
30-Min Reading Result Worksheet Name: ______________________________________

Reading assignment (source/pages): ______________________________	 Date: _______________


What level of understanding do I need to reach for this reading? (Each higher level includes those 
below it.) Circle the number.


Time you will start: _____________	 	 	 30 minutes later is: _____________


If you can really focus and get this reading done in 30 minutes instead of 60 minutes, how will you 
spend your extra half-hour of free time (play video games, relax, other homework, 30-min. nap)? 


______________________________________________


Eliminate distractions: silence phone / turn off notifications / close computer / all others


—————————————		 Start your timer.	 —————————————


Pre-Reading (7 minutes):  
Consider the title of the passage for 15–30 seconds What do I think this passage will be about?

Look at all section headings: What is the outline of the passage, and the central claim?

Shut the book. In your notes, write down the topic, main claim, and general organization of the 
passage. Look again at the reading to catch what you’ve forgotten, but always shut the book 
when writing your notes. 


Can I stop here? For understanding level 1, you can often stop here. Sometimes level 2 
can stop here. All others go on.


Reading (20 minutes): 
Read the first paragraph of the passage, and the last paragraph. Shut the book and add to your 
notes.

Read the topic sentence of each paragraph throughout the entire passage. Is it about what I 
thought it was going to be about?

Shut the book and add notes on the central claim and its details, with any examples you 
encounter.


Can I stop here? Level 2 can likely stop here, and sometimes level 3.

Read, using your finger as a pacer, through the entire passage. Avoid re-reading anything on the 
first pass. Shut the book and add to your notes.


Can I stop here? Level 4 can often stop here, after some re-reading to make sure notes 
are complete.


Continue reading the passage straight through, until you’ve reached your understanding goal.

Can I stop here?


Reviewing (3 minutes):  
Look back over the passage as a whole. How has your understanding of its structure 
deepened? Modify and add anything you missed from your notes.
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